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QUESTION 1

The Session Border Controller ACLI is structured in a way that separates configuration of layers 3,4, and 

5. This allows the system administrator to link each configuration together as needed for signaling and media routing
purposes. 

Which two options are valid to link signaling and media interfaces to a realm? (Choose two.) 

A. Navigate to the iwf-config configuration element and set the media-interface-id parameter to the realm name. 

B. Navigate to the account-config configuration element and set the realm-id parameter to the realm name. 

C. Navigate to the network-interface configuration element and set the sip-interface-id parameter to the realm name. 

D. Navigate to the steering-pool configuration element and set the realm-id parameter to the realm name. 

E. Navigate to the sip-interface configuration element and set the realm-id parameter to the realm name. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 2

What is the effect of executing the save-config command in superuser mode? 

A. The running configuration version is reset to 1. 

B. The running configuration version does not increase and is equal to thesaved configuration version. 

C. The saved configuration version increases by 1 and is higher than the running configuration version. 

D. The running configuration version increases by 1 and is higher than the saved configuration version. 

E. The editing configuration version increases by 1 and is higher than the saved configuration version. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Your customer would like to allow call attempts only from User Agents(UAs) who have previously registered through the
Session Border Controller or who are configured as session agents. 

How would you accomplish this? 

A. Navigate to the sip-port configuration element and set the allow-anonymous parameter to agents-only. 

B. Navigate to the session-agent configuration element and set the allow-anonymous parameter to prevregistered. 

C. Navigate to the sip-port configuration element and set the allow-anonymous parameter to realm-prefix. 

D. Navigate to the sip-port configurationelement and set the allow-anonymous parameter to registered. 
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E. Navigate to the session-agent configuration element and set the allow-anonymous parameter to 403forbidden. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

What do you need to do to support ftp service on a media interface? 

A. Add the IP address of the remote device to the hip-ip-list and ftp-address parameters. 

B. Set the ftp-address parameter to enabled. 

C. Add the IP address of the interface in the hip-ip-list and ftp-address parameters. 

D. Set the hip-address parameter to enabled. 

E. Add the IP address of the interface in the hip-ip-list and telnet-address parameters. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Which statement is true about Session Border Controller architectures andrealm bridging? 

A. The Hosted NAT Traversal (HNT) architecture focuses on the border point between two different service provider
networks, both in the home realm. 

B. The Hosted IP architecture focuses on the border point between one enterprise network realm and one service
provider network realm. 

C. The Access-backbone architecture focuses on the border point between two backbone realms. 

D. The Peering architecture focuses on the border point between two different service provider networks and
theirrealms. 

E. The Gateway architecture Focuses on the border point between one enterprise network realm and one service
provider network realm. 

Correct Answer: B 
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